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2 Aerodynamic Performance of Morphing and Periodic
3 Trailing-Edge Morphing Airfoils in Ground Effect

4 Dominic Clements1 and Kamal Djidjeli, Ph.D.2

5 Abstract: Applying fish bone active camber morphing to the wing-in-ground effect to improve the aerodynamic efficiency was investigated

6 using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) at a Reynolds number of 320,000. Steady-static morphing was first carried out with Reynolds-

7 averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations in two dimensions for morphing start locations off (60%, 80%, and 90% chord), ground clear-

8 ances (h=c ¼ 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1), and angles of attack (AoAs) 0°, 2°, 3°, 4°, and 12°. A morphing displacement (wte) of 0.5% increased the

9 efficiency by 2.8% (compared to non-morphing in the ground effect) for the 3° AoA and 90% start location, and by 62% in comparison to the

10 baseline unmorphed airfoil in freestream. Reducing h=c ¼ 1 to 0.1 increased the lift between 10% and 17%; the larger gain was with the

11 highest morphing deflection. A key finding was that morphing the airfoil reduced the distance between the trailing edge and ground, enhanc-

12 ing the ground effect. Also, morphing at an earlier start location in the chord direction resulted in a smaller area beneath the airfoil, reducing

13 the total pressure, which reduced the overall lift compared to a later morphing start location. Dynamic morphing at 1 Hz using URANS

14 K-Omega-SST showed a similar amount of lift as static morphing but a slightly higher amount of drag. Reducing the period caused an initial

15 overshoot in drag before settling. The dynamic ground effect showed higher efficiency at low AoAs compared to dynamic morphing in

16 freestream, which is beneficial for aircraft to fly with less pitch. Finally, periodic morphing for h=c ¼ 0.1 using sinusoidal motion with

17 morphing starting at 25% along the chord and 4° AoA was investigated between 0.05% to 0.15% wte and 0.5 to 3.5 Strouhal number.

18 Periodically morphing at 0.125% wte and Strouhal number of 0.9 using DES simulations increased the efficiency by 5.4%; however, it

19 reduced the lift by 0.7%, the drag reduced by 5.8%, and it showed Kelvin–Helmholtz instability at 9.8 Strouhal number. DOI:

20 10.1061/JAEEEZ.ASENG-4707. © 2023 American Society of Civil Engineers.

21 Practical Applications: The use of UAVs is increasing in popularity for many missions, which include observation, surveys (Narayanan

22 and Ibe 2015)1 , and the delivery of supplies, including medical. The use of UAVs typically has lower aircraft and operational costs as well as

23 allowing the craft to carry out dangerous missions without putting the crew in danger. Awing-in-ground effect (WIG) craft typically operates

24 on water due to the large fuel consumption savings as well as allowing the craft to travel at higher speed compared to conventional marine

25 craft. The study focused on applying morphing wings to a UAV WIG effect craft to improve the aerodynamic performance of the craft and

26 allow further fuel efficiency savings compared to a marine craft. The improved performance of the WIG craft and applying morphing trans-

27 lates to improvements in flight time and increased range. Morphing wings also allow the wing to adapt to different flight conditions allowing

28 for optimized aerodynamic performance depending on factors such as cargo weight and weather conditions.

29 Author keywords: Computational fluid dynamics (CFD); Ground effect; Morphing wings; Dynamic and periodic morphing.

30 Introduction

31 Wings in proximity to the ground have been identified to enhance

32 the performance of both wings and inverted wings. The perfor-

33 mance of wing enhancement can be analyzed in two parts, chord-

34 wise and spanwise enhancement (Rozhdestvensky 2006). The

35 spanwise performance gains are due to a reduction in induced drag

36 and a reduction in the wing tip vortex strength. The chordwise en-

37 hancement is due to a dynamic air cushion under the wing increas-

38 ing the pressure on the lower surface. A dynamic air cushion is

39 formed due to the fixed trailing-edge pressure causing all the effects

40of the ground to occur upstream of the trailing edge. The channel

41between the lower surface and the ground acts as a venturi, increas-

42ing the pressure on the lower surface of the airfoil, increasing lift

43(Zhang et al. 2006).

44The WIG effect is typically applied to marine craft/WIG craft to

45allow the craft to fly out of the water, reducing fuel consumption

46and increasing the speed and ride smoothness (Yun et al. 2010).

47Varying altitude dramatically affects the wing’s lift, which increases

48at a greater rate closer to the ground. Typical ground effect clear-

49ances range in height below 50% of the chord. Below 10% is clas-

50sified as extreme ground effect (Rozhdestvensky 2006), and 100%

51is considered freestream due to the unnoticeable performance gains

52at this height. The large variation in lift causes the airfoil moment to

53vary, which causes instability in pitch and roll, which is a drawback

54of WIG craft (Zarim et al. 2016).

55Applying camber morphing to airfoils has been carried out in

56freestream for multiple applications, such as wing turbine blades

57(Wolff et al. 2014) and aircraft (Watkins and Bouferrouk 2022).

58The lift increased by deflecting the trailing edge (Xiang et al.

592019), and the wing can be optimized to provide optimum aerody-

60namic efficiency at different flight conditions (Abdessemed et al.

612017; Weaver-Rosen et al. 2020). Periodic morphing of trailing
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62 edges has been investigated (Kan et al. 2020) to delay the stall of
63 wings in freestream, which has been found to delay stall by 2° using
64 large trailing-edge displacements at low frequencies. For smaller
65 trailing-edge displacements and higher morphing frequencies, it
66 was seen that the aerodynamic performance could be increased at
67 lower angles of attack (AoAs) using trailing-edge morphing in free-
68 stream (Abdessemed et al. 2021; Jodin et al. 2017).
69 Fish bone active camber (FishBAC) morphing is a method origi-
70 nally introduced by Woods and Friswell (2012), who defined a
71 structure that allows airfoils to be morphed in the camber direction
72 with a defined displacement. The method produces a bio-inspired
73 structure that allows large camber deformations of the airfoil.
74 Physical FishBAC airfoils specifically designed for UAVs consist
75 of a beam with an airfoil profile defining stringers, and deformation
76 is achieved using a rotational actuator operating a belt attached to
77 the trailing edge, as shown in Fig. 1. The structure is then covered
78 in a skin to form the airfoil profile surface.
79 In contrast to the numerous investigations of the rigid WIG ef-
80 fect, to the author’s best knowledge, no research has been carried
81 out yet on the aerodynamics of morphing WIG effect. This paper is

82 arranged as follows. In section “Methodology,” the morphing meth-
83 odology is described. In section “Mesh Independence and Valida-
84 tion,” a validation case is performed. Numerical simulations for
85 ground effect morphing and dynamic and periodic morphing are
86 discussed in section “Results and Discussion.” Finally, conclusions
87 were drawn in section “Conclusion.”

88 Methodology

89 Computational fluid dynamics was used to investigate the aerody-
90 namic flow around a NACA6409 airfoil in the ground effect. The
91 NACA6409 airfoil was selected because it is a cambered airfoil
92 having a greater volume beneath the airfoil and a substantial thick-
93 ness for strength, which makes it practical for UAV applications.
94 CFD was carried out in this study using Star CCM+, which is a
95 multiphysics platform created in Java. The software was originally
96 created by CD Adapco and sold to Siemens (Siemens 2016).
97 Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations are used
98 with the k-omega SST turbulence model (Menter 1994) and revised
99 k-omega (Wilcox 2008) within Star-CCM+, which provides im-

100 proved predictions of flow separation under adverse pressure gra-
101 dients. This strategy uses a second order upwind scheme for the
102 spatial solution, a first order implicitly unsteady scheme for the un-
103 steady simulations, and a segregated flow solver. The study was
104 carried out at a Reynolds number of 320,000, with the chord as the
105 characteristic length. This value was selected as it fell within the
106 range for UAV craft (Lissaman 1983) and was above 100,000,
107 where increasing the Reynolds number further has a minimal effect
108 on the lift and drag (Winslow et al. 2018). The ground motion is
109 simulated by applying a tangential velocity vector equal to free-

110 stream velocity to the ground boundary, which is assumed to be
111 flat, rigid, and smooth. The inlet boundary is set to a velocity

112inlet, and the outlet to a pressure outlet. A control volume was used
113to limit the cell growth rate near the airfoil. Prism layers were
114used with 10 layers on the airfoil surface to capture the boundary
115layer with fixed height ensuring a yþ ¼ 1 throughout the mesh
116refinement.
117Morphing of the airfoil was carried out by morphing the trailing
118edge at 60%, 80%, and 90% chord lengths from the trailing edge in
119the ground effect and freestream. The ground clearance was varied
120from h=c ¼ 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 1, where c = chord length and h =
121clearance between the airfoil trailing edge and the ground. Four
122AoAs were tested (0°, 2°, 3°, and 4°) to compare the trailing-edge
123morphing length. Low AoAs were only tested, as a WIG effect craft
124usually produces a given amount of lift with an improved lift/drag
125ratio at lower AoAs. The study presents a static morphing airfoil
126independent of time using steady simulations. The airfoil geometry
127was morphed in MathWorks MATLAB code and imported into the
128CFD software.
129The NACA6409 geometry used is parametrized and morphed
130in steady-static simulations. This method allows the airfoil to be
131dynamically morphed in future work. For a standard NACA air-
132foil, two equations define the curve of the camber line defined as
133yc: the first equation (Eq. 1) defines the camber line from the lead-
134ing edge to the point of maximum camber xp, and the other de-
135fines the camber line from xp up to the trailing edge. FishBAC
136morphing (Woods et al. 2014) adds a third equation to the camber
137line at a defined start location xs. These three equations are shown
138in Eq. (2) and are used to define the entire camber line along the

139chord with morphing with a maximum chord thickness m and an
140airfoil chord c. The parameter ta defines the airfoil maximum
141thickness, and x an arbitrary location in the chord direction. In
142Fig. 2, the variable xs defines the location from the leading edge
143to the start location along the chord where the FishBAC morphing
144begins. In this study, values of 60%, 80%, and 90% of the chord
145length were tested:
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146For dynamic morphing, an implicit URANS solver was used to
147morph the airfoil using the FishBAC method with a time step of
1480.001 s over 1 s morphing period corresponding to a Strouhal num-
149ber of 0.002. This morphing frequency was selected with the mind

150of UAV craft that use low inertia moving parts and fast actuators
151widely available on the market for UAV craft. Remeshing was

F1:1 Fig. 1. Fish bone active camber (FishBAC) concept.

F2:1Fig. 2. Airfoil point location definition.
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152 carried out every 20 time steps to ensure the mesh quality remained
153 high and the final mesh was valid for the mesh independence tests
154 and validation. The remeshed trailing edge can be seen in Fig. 3.
155 The trailing edge was a point at which the boundary layer cells
156 were reduced using prism layer reduction within Star CCM+,
157 which was also seen in a study by Ravindra (2018) investigating
158 different types of mesh and the effect the mesh type had on the

159 trailing edge.
160 This study also carried out periodic morphing using the FishBAC
161 morphing method. Initially, the simulations were run using de-
162 tached eddy simulation (DES) for 0.1 s with zero morphing to
163 ensure a steady result. After 0.1 s, the morphing began initially de-
164 flecting a set displacement downwards, then upwards the same dis-
165 tance past the zero-deflection position. The morphing displacement
166 for periodic morphing (yts) is carried out using a sinusoidal motion
167 shown in Eq. (3), where f is the frequency of morphing, t is the
168 instance in time, and wte is the amplitude of deflection:

yts ¼ wte · sinð2πftÞ ð3Þ

169 Due to the small deflections of 0.15% chord, the mesh quality
170 remained high and, therefore, no remeshing was used for the peri-
171 odic morphing. The simulation was initially run for 0.1 s with no
172 morphing before the morphing was switched on; the simulation
173 was then left to run for a total simulation time of 0.4 s. The results
174 for the lift and drag were then averaged between the solution times
175 of 0.15 and 0.4 s. Values for lift and drag were selected at 0.15 s; the
176 solution settled, showing a converged mean lift and drag. A maxi-
177 mum time of 0.4 s was selected due to computational costs, which
178 allowed 50 periods for a Strouhal number of 0.9 and 200 periods for
179 a Strouhal number of 24 to be analyzed. Analyzing the results be-
180 tween 0.15 and 0.4 s was adequate due to small trailing-edge de-
181 flections of the 0.15% chord and high-frequency morphing of the
182 Strouhal number between 0.5 and 3.5. This was also reported by
183 Abdessemed et al. (2021), who noted that the amplitude of periodic
184 morphing only varied by 0.3%. Computing the statics using the
185 formulation of Parameswaran et al. (1979) for a Strouhal number
186 of 0.9 resulted in a variance of 2.6 × 10−5 for the lift and 2.2 × 10−7

187 for the drag; the variance did not vary significantly when increasing
188 the sample size to 24 for a Strouhal number of 3.5. The airfoil was
189 held at 4° AoA and at 10% ground clearance to demonstrate peri-
190 odic morphing in the ground effect. Due to computational costs,
191 only the 4° AoA at 10% ground clearance airfoil configuration was
192 tested for periodic morphing. Flying close to the ground at 10%
193 shows large enhancements from the ground effect but is also a safe
194 flying height, allowing the craft to roll and clear obstacles and
195 rough terrain. Due to the vast number of variables, only a 4° AoA

196 was selected due to computational costs; this study showed that this
197 AoA had high aerodynamic efficiency.

198Mesh Independence and Validation

199To ensure the mesh and physics are adequate to capture the flow
200and provide consistent results, comparisons are made to existing
201data. A mesh convergence study was carried out, ensuring the mesh
202size was adequate to capture flow details and output consistent lift,
203drag, and moment coefficients for variations in mesh size. The
204mesh is varied by altering the mesh base size, which scales the
205far field and any areas of mesh refinement. The boundary layer mesh
206height was fixed to ensure that yþ was equal to 1, as recommended
207in the software user manual (Siemens 2019) for the k-omega turbu-
208lence model.
209A grid convergence study has been conducted using the ASME
210V & V 20 Committee (Coleman and Members 2009) to determine
211the discretization error. The lift and the drag coefficients for the
212NACA6409 at 0° AoA in Table 1 are computed using steady RANS

213and used for the evaluation of grid convergence. The coefficients
214are denoted by f, and the subscript denotes fine, medium, and
215coarse meshes.
216The Richardson extrapolation using the two finest grids can be
217used to determine the zero-grid spacing value p for both lift and
218drag using Eq. (4), where the order of convergence is determined
219by the coefficient values of lift and drag defined by p ¼ ln½ðfc −
220fmÞ=ðf − ffÞ'= lnðrÞ. The grid refinement ratio is set to r ¼ 2 as
221traditionally used (Coleman and Members 2009):

pr ¼ ff þ ðff − fcÞ=ðr
p
− 1Þ ð4Þ

222A value of lift was calculated to be a Cl of 0.596 and a drag Cd
223of 0.0131 at zero grid spacing. The grid convergence index (GCI) is
224defined as Eq. (5), where Fs, a safety factor, is set to 1.25 for com-
225parisons over three or more grids. The relative error ε defined as
226ε ¼ ðff − fmÞ=ff for the fine mesh and ε ¼ ðfm − fcÞ=fm for the
227coarse mesh. A value of GCI ¼ 0.114% for the fine and GCI ¼
2280.723% for the coarse mesh was determined for the lift and a
229GCI ¼ 0.0116% for the fine and a GCI of 0.572% for the coarse
230for the drag values:

GCI ¼
Fsjεj

ðrp − 1Þ
ð5Þ

231After determining the GCI, the solution needs to be checked
232using Eq. (6); it is within the asymptotic range of convergence.

Table 1. RANS mesh cell count with corresponding lift and drag values

T1:1Mesh refinement Cell count Cl Cd

T1:2Fine 2,746,470 0.596 0.0131

T1:3Medium 724,877 0.599 0.0131

T1:4Coarse 148,704 0.618 0.0128

F3:1 Fig. 3. (a) Mesh around NACA6409 airfoil; and (b) remeshed trailing edge.
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233 This yields a value of 0.9951 for the lift and 0.9987 for the drag,
234 which both are approximately 1 satisfying Eq. (6):

1 ¼
GCIfm

ðrpGCImcÞ
ð6Þ

235 Having checked the asymptotic range of convergence, the error
236 for each grid refinement can be checked using the zero-grid value
237 of lift and drag coefficients. From Table 2, the errors for both the
238 fine mesh and medium mesh have converged to a small percentage.
239 The medium mesh converged to within 0.58% for the lift and
240 0.16% for the drag and carried forward for the rest of the study,
241 as using a fine mesh increases the computational costs with little
242 gain in reducing the error.
243 Fig. 4 compares the CFD data of the NACA6409 in freestream
244 to available experimental data (Lim et al. 2009; Selig et al. 1989)
245 with similar Reynolds numbers. Below 10°, there is a strong cor-
246 relation between the CFD and experimental data showing the val-
247 idity of the CFD setup. At higher AoAs, the experiments predicted
248 an earlier stall compared to the CFD. Overall, the CFD results are in
249 good agreement with the experiment, so the validation of the CFD
250 was accepted.
251 Further independence validation was carried out using unsteady
252 Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) and DES for dy-

253 namic morphing to ensure that the dynamic mesh and time step
254 were valid. Independence was first carried out on a static airfoil
255 for both URANS and DES at 4° AoA. The mesh size and time step
256 were varied accordantly to keep the Courant number [Eq. (7)]
257 equal to 1, as recommended by the CFD user manual (Siemens
258 2019):

CFL ¼ u
Δs

Δx
ð7Þ

259The corresponding mesh size and time step were then used,

260and three grid spacings were tested using the same method outlined

261in the RANS mesh independence using Eqs. (4) and (5) to deter-

262mine the mesh independence for the URANS and DES simulations.

263The lift converged to 1.5%, and the drag converged to 0.3% at

2641,200,000 cells for URANS in Table 3. For DES, the simulations

265converged to 0.21% for the lift and 0.72% for the drag at 500,000 in

266Table 4 compared to the zero-grid spacing solution.

267Validation was carried out against experimental data of a pitch-

268ing airfoil due to the lack of data for morphing a FishBAC airfoil in

269time. The NACA0012 airfoil was used for validation against the

270study carried out by Lee and Gerontakos (2004). The pitching mo-

271tion was described by αt ¼ αm þΔα sinðωtÞ, where αm ¼ 10° is

272the angle the airfoil pitches about, Δα ¼ 15° is the pitching am-

273plitude, t being time, and the pitching frequency ω ¼ 2πfo, where

274fo is the oscillation frequency. The reduced frequency described by

275k ¼ ðωc=2U∞Þ was matched using a value of 0.1. The airfoil

276started at 10° and then increased to 25° AoA, where a strong trend

277between the CFD and experimental data was seen. A full pitching

278cycle was carried out before the lift plotted in Fig. 5, where a strong

279correlation was seen for the lift between 2° and 10°. Above 10°, the

280CFD began to show higher lift and an earlier peak at 22° for both

281the URANS and DES compared to the experimental data. The flow

282then stalled, reducing the lift before showing reattachment, causing

283a secondary lower magnitude peak at 24.5°. The flow in both the

Table 2. RANS mesh size error

T2:1 Mesh refinement Cl error (%) Cd error (%)

T2:2 Fine 0.09 0.01

T2:3 Medium 0.58 0.16

T2:4 Coarse 3.58 2.69

Table 3. URANS mesh size error

T3:1Mesh refinement Cl error (%) Cd error (%)

T3:2Fine 0.46 0.01

T3:3Medium 1.53 0.30

T3:4Coarse 4.95 9.70

Table 4. DES mesh size error

T4:1Mesh refinement Cl error (%) Cd error (%)

T4:2Fine 0.02 0.02

T4:3Medium 0.21 0.72

T4:4Coarse 2.66 27.07

F4:1 Fig. 4. CFD compared to experimental data.

F5:1Fig. 5. NACA0012 pitching airfoil lift freestream.

© ASCE 4 J. Aerosp. Eng.
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284 experimental data and CFD struggled to reattach, causing a hyste-
285 resis loop where the lift was lower on the pitching-down stroke. As
286 the pitching slowed down towards −5° due to the nature of the
287 sinusoidal motion, the flow had more time to reattach before pitch-
288 ing upwards, causing a greater lift on the upper surface. The lift was
289 also compared to (Abdessemed et al. 2021). The URANS and DES

290 simulation validations were accepted due to the high trend and sim-
291 ilar lift coefficient values compared to the experimental data and the
292 CFD case carried out by Abdessemed et al. (2021).

293 Results and Discussion

294 Effects of Morphing Trailing-Edge Deflection

295 The simulations were initially carried out at h=c ¼ 0.1 ground
296 clearance and different morphing trailing-edge deflection, morph-
297 ing starting positions, and AoAs. Here, three distances for the start
298 location of morphing were tested at the 60%, 80%, and 90% chord
299 at AoAs of 0°, 2°, 3°, and 4°. (Figs. 6 and 7). As the trailing-edge
300 morphing displacement increased, the lift (Fig. 6) and drag (Fig. 7)
301 increased. The increase in lift is due to the variation in pressure on
302 the airfoil’s upper and lower surfaces. As the airfoil was morphed, it
303 was seen (Fig. 8) that there was an increase in pressure on the lower
304 surface and a suction increase on the upper surface, which in-
305 creased the lift. The blockage effect on the lower surface from
306 trailing-edge deflections caused mass flow reduction under the air-
307 foil and forced the flow around the upper surface. The 0.5% and
308 2.5% deflected trailing edges have a single clockwise vortex at the
309 trailing edge from the separated flow; the larger trailing-edge de-
310 flection shows two larger strength vortices (Fig. 9), like a Gurney
311 flap. The suction peak on the upper surface increases (Fig. 8) at the
312 airfoil’s leading edge as the airfoil deflection increases, as seen by
313 Moore et al. (2002), Ockfen and Matveev (2009), and Qu et al.
314 (2014). For the drag, as the AoA increased from 0° to 4°, it was
315 found that the drag increased, and it was highest for the 60% start
316 location due to the flow separating earlier on the upper surface.
317 The effect of lift and drag can be combined by plotting the lift-
318 to-drag ratio (Aerodynamic efficiency) versus the AoA, as shown in

319 Fig. 10. It was seen from Fig. 10 that the most aerodynamically
320 efficient trailing-edge distance was the 10% morphing at an

F8:1Fig. 8. Pressure distribution for morphing trailing-edge deflection at

F8:2the 4° AoA, xs ¼ 80%, and h=c ¼ 10%.

F6:1 Fig. 6. Lift of NACA6409 for varying morphing start location

F6:2 (xs ¼ %c) at multiple angles of attack h=c ¼ 10%.

F7:1Fig. 7. Drag of NACA6409 for varying morphing start location

F7:2(xs ¼ %c) angles of attack and h=c ¼ 10%.

F9:1Fig. 9. NACA6409 TKE morphed (a) 2.5% and xs ¼ 90%; and

F9:2(b) 0.5% in 10% ground effect and 4° AoA.

© ASCE 5 J. Aerosp. Eng.
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321 AoA of 3° with an aerodynamic efficiency of 87.4. Comparing the

322 nonmorphed airfoil in freestream to the morphed airfoil in the

323 ground effect at the same AoA effect saw a 62% increase in aero-

324 dynamic efficiency. This increase in aerodynamic efficiency is ob-

325 tained by averaging the lift and drag over the morphing period; the

326 nonmorphed freestream aerodynamic efficiency is used as a base-

327 line performance reference to see how much the morphed WIG

328 effect increases the efficiency. As the airfoil was morphed, the drag

329 increased of the airfoil, and all three morphing distances increased

330 at almost the same gradient. (Fig. 7). Initially, the 60% airfoil had

331 the least drag for small AoAs. For higher AoAs, the 60% airfoil

332 flow began to separate earlier on the upper surface resulting in a

333 slightly higher drag than the 90% and 80% distances (Fig. 7).

334 The findings of morphing the airfoil in the ground effect are shown

335 to agree with those of Ockfen and Matveev (2009), who tested an

336 airfoil with a trailing-edge flap in the ground effect.

337 The lift for the morphing beginning at 90% from the trailing

338 edge was the highest (Fig. 6) in all cases of the AoAs tested due

339 to higher pressure on the lower surface for the 90% morphing air-

340 foil seen in Fig. 11. It was seen that the pressure varied a significant

341 amount on the morphed section [also seen in freestream for morph-

342 ing wings by Abdessemed et al. (2018) and in ground effect on

343 flaps by Ockfen and Matveev (2009)], which is where most gains

344 in lift were seen for the later start location of 90%. The distance

345 between the airfoil’s lower surface to the ground and the distance

346 between the trailing edge and the ground greatly impacted the

347 ground effect enhancement. Due to the trailing-edge pressure being

348 fixed by the Kutta condition, the trailing-edge pressure was the

349 same for all morphing start locations (xs); therefore, varying the

350 start location caused changes in pressure to occur upstream of

351 the trailing edge. A later start location of 90% showed a greater

352 distance between the ground and lower surface compared to the

353 earlier start locations of 60% and 80%, which caused a high pres-

354 sure on the morphed section shown in Fig. 11. This increased dis-

355 tance between the lower surface and ground increased the pressure

356 (Fig. 12) on the morphed lower surface. Fig. 12 also shows a small

357 increase of the suction peak on the leading edge for the 60%

358 trailing-edge distance. The 10% morphing airfoil had the highest

359 efficiency (Fig. 10) for all AoAs in the ground effect. Increasing

360 the start location to high levels close to 100% chord shows that

361the morphed profile is like that of a Gurney flap. This is seen in

362Fig. 9, where two vortices behind the morphed section closely re-

363sembled those seen in Wang et al. (2008), which also explains the

364drop in suction on the trailing-edge upper surface for the 90% start

365location compared to 60% and 80%.

366Comparing the velocity contours (Fig. 13) for the NACA6409 at

3673° AoAs and h=c ¼ 10% clearance shows similar velocity contours

368and wake size for the two trailing-edge morphing distances. The

369stagnation point moved slightly along the lower surface for the

37090% morphing distance. The 90% start location also had a slightly

371faster flow over the upper surface, resulting in a slightly higher suc-

372tion peak at the leading edge; this was also observed by Woods

373et al. (2014) for freestream conditions.

374As the ground clearance is reduced, the lift (Fig. 14) increases

375due to the Kutta condition forcing all changes to occur upstream of

376the trailing edge. The channel between the airfoil and the ground

377acts as a venturi; with the fixed trailing edge, the pressure increases

378upstream of the trailing edge as the ground clearance is reduced.

379For each ground clearance, the trend was the same for lift (Fig. 14),

380drag (Fig. 15), and efficiency (Fig. 16).

381When in the ground effect, there is little change to the suction

382surface pressure distribution from h=c ¼ 0.1 to h=c ¼ 0.2 (Fig. 17),

383but there is a significant change in pressure on the upper surface

384between the freestream and ground effect (h=c ¼ 1 to h=c ¼ 0.2).

385This is due to the ramming action of the flow under the airfoil in the

386ground effect, causing an increase in velocity on the upper surface,

387which was also seen by Nirooei (2018). Both the pressure on the

388suction and the pressure surface have increased when the airfoil has

389been brought into the ground effect. The upper surface pressure

F10:1 Fig. 10. Efficiency of NACA6409 for varying morphing start location

F10:2 (xs ¼ %c) multiple angles of attack h=c ¼ 10%.

F11:1Fig. 11. Schematic of lower surface distance (LSD) for 60% and 90%

F11:2start locations.

F12:1Fig. 12. Pressure distribution of 60%, 80%, and 90% start locations for

F12:22.5% morphing distance at 4° AoA and h=c ¼ 10%.
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390 increased due to the increased flow over the upper surface from the

391 blockage under the airfoil, and the lower surface pressure increased

392 due to the fixed trailing-edge condition that causes the effects of the

393 ground to be felt upstream. Overall, the increase in pressure distri-

394 bution is larger on the pressure surface (Fig. 17) compared to the

395 suction surface, which gives an overall net increase in lift.
396 Bringing the wing from freestream to ground effect (h=c ¼ 1 to

397 h=c ¼ 0.4), it was noted (Fig. 14) that the lift increased slightly; the

398 lift increased a greater amount from h=c ¼ 0.4 to h=c ¼ 0.2 and

399 increases the largest amount from h=c ¼ 0.2 to h=c ¼ 0.1. The

400 drag (Fig. 15) decreased the largest amount from h=c ¼ 1 to h=c ¼
401 0.4 and decreases the least from h=c ¼ 0.2 to h=c ¼ 0.1. The drag

402 is reduced in ground effect due to the proximity of the ground

403 reducing the downwash at the trailing edge of the airfoil. When

404 the airfoil was in the ground effect, the downwash was reduced

405 significantly compared to the freestream. Fig. 18 shows the stream-

406 lines for freestream, h=c ¼ 0.2 and h=c ¼ 0.1. For ground effect

407at h=c ¼ 0.1 and h=c ¼ 0.2, the streamlines are much more

408squashed together compared to the freestream reducing induced

409drag. Varying the height in ground effect from h=c ¼ 0.2 to

410h=c0.1 shows the lowest change in drag as the flow is mostly par-

411allel to the ground at h=c ¼ 0.2. In the ground effect, the upwash of

412the incoming flow is turned upwards slightly at the leading edge.

413The stagnation point moved slightly downstream on the lower sur-

414face shown in Fig. 19 when in the ground effect.

415The gains in lift varied when brought into the ground effect from

416freestream between 10% and 17%; the larger gain was with the

417highest morphing deflection. There was a reduction in drag when

418brought into the ground effect due to the proximity of the ground

419reducing the induced drag from the downwash. The flow separated

420earlier in the ground effect compared to the freestream due to the

421higher adverse pressure gradient on the upper surface in the ground

422effect and due to a reduction in downwash in close ground

423proximity.

F13:1 Fig. 13. Velocity contour of NACA6409 at (a) xs ¼ 90%; and

F13:2 (b) xs ¼ 60% morphing start locations (nondimensional with free-

F13:3 stream velocity).

F15:1Fig. 15. Drag for 3° angle of attack NACA6409 morphed at

F15:2(h=c ¼ 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1) ground clearances and xs ¼ 60%.

F16:1Fig. 16. Efficiency for 3° angle of attack NACA6409 morphed at

F16:2(h=c ¼ 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1) ground clearances and xs ¼ 60%.F14:1 Fig. 14. Lift for 3° angle of attack NACA6409 morphed at (h=c ¼ 0.1,

F14:2 0.2, 0.4, 1) ground clearances and xs ¼ 60%.
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424 Although not focused on in this study, a brief look at the aero-

425 dynamic moment (3° AoA and xs ¼ 60 configuration) in ground

426 effect saw bringing the unmorphed wing from freestream with

427 an aerodynamic moment of −0.158 to the ground effect with an

428 aerodynamic moment of −0.128, which is a difference of 19%.

429 Bringing the fully morphed 2.5% deflection wing from freestream

430 with an aerodynamic moment of −0.196 to the ground effect with

431an aerodynamic moment of−0.222 showed a change of 11%. Also,
432morphing the airfoil from 0% to 2.5% in freestream caused an in-
433crease of the aerodynamic moment of 19% and in the ground effect
434of 35%. This showed that bringing a fully morphed wing from free-
435stream to the ground effect caused a smaller change in aerodynamic
436moment. Morphing the WIG effect caused larger changes in aero-
437dynamic moment compared to freestream, showing an increased
438pitch sensitivity for morphing WIG craft. This pitch sensitivity
439is extremely important, especially for WIG craft, so further inves-
440tigation is required in future work.

441Dynamic and Static Comparison

442Morphing of the NACA6409 airfoil was carried out dynamically
443over a period of 1 s from 0% to 2.5% trailing-edge deflection.
444Morphing over 1 s was chosen due to UAV craft using fast actuators
445and low inertia, which allows morphing from zero to maximum
446deflection over short periods of time. The effect of reducing the
447morphing period was investigated for periods of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.5 s
448for the 4° NACA6409 airfoil at 10% ground effect. The morphing
449periods selected of 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 s correspond to Strouhal
450numbers of 2e−2, 4e−3, 2e−3, and 1.3e−3, respectively, which show
451the flow is quasi-static. The morphing was run over the defined
452period for an extra amount of time for the flow to settle. It was
453seen Figs. 20 and 21 that, changing the morphing period, the final
454lift and drag coefficients were identical for all morphing periods.
455For the drag only, it was seen for the 0.05 s morphing period that
456the drag overshot the final steady drag. The drag increased to a Cd
457of 0.0196 at 0.1 s before reducing to 0.0176, which was an over-
458shoot of 10.8%. For the 0.1 s morphing, the drag was overshot by
4595.4%, 1.2%, for the 0.5 s morphing and the 1 and 1.5 s drag did not
460overshoot the final steady-state value. The reason the drag overshot
461was that the rapid morphing caused higher levels of unsteadiness
462and increased separation of the morphed section of the airfoil,
463which over time became reattached to the airfoil. The slower
464morphing allowed the flow to remain attached throughout the
465morphing period. This overshoot in drag but not in lift was also
466seen in Abdessemed et al. (2019, 2022), in which a higher over-
467shoot was observed for high morphing frequencies.
468Using a morphing period of 1 s, the pressure around the airfoils
469was investigated for the 3° and 8° AoAs (Fig. 22). Analyzing the
470pressure as the airfoil was morphed over time showed (Fig. 22) the
471pressure increased upstream of the trailing edge as the airfoil was
472morphed, which this increase in pressure increased the lift of the

473airfoil, also seen in the static case. For both the 3° and 8° AoAs,
474there is a slight increase in pressure on the upper surface at the

F17:1 Fig. 17. Pressure distribution for varying height at 3° AoA.

F19:1Fig. 19. Pressure contours and streamlines at (a) h=c ¼ 1; and

F19:2(b) h=c ¼ 0.1.

F18:1 Fig. 18. Streamlines showing downwash for 2% deflection in (a) free-

F18:2 stream; (b) h=c ¼ 0.2; and (c) h=c ¼ 0.1 (nondimensional with free-

F18:3 stream velocity).
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475 leading edge, but most of the gains in the lift are on the lower sur-

476 face. For the 8° AoA, the pressure beneath the airfoil was much

477 larger than for the 3° AoA. For both cases, it was seen as the airfoil

478 was morphed dynamically that the pressure increased upstream of

479 the trailing edge, also seen for the static case shown in Fig. 12. Due

480 to being quasi-static, the dynamic and static morphing showed very

481 similar results at low AoAs.

482 Comparing the pressure coefficient for the static and dynamic

483 cases (Fig. 24) at 8° in 10% ground effect showed little variation

484 between the two cases due to the morphing Strouhal number

485 being low, implying quasi-static flow. The effect of little varia-

486 tion in the pressure (Fig. 24) around the airfoil resulted in little

487 variation in lift (Fig. 23). For the dynamic case, the lift was, on

488 average, 1% higher than the static case for the 6° AoA and 3%

489 higher than the static case at the 0° AoA. This showed that the

490 effect of morphing over time compared to steady-state simula-

491 tions had a minimal effect on the lift. This can be seen in Fig. 22

492 comparing the pressure coefficient around the airfoil. The

493 pressures around the airfoil are almost identical for dynamic

494morphing and static morphing, therefore generating similar levels

495of lift (Fig. 24).
496Direct comparison of the static and dynamic drag values was

497made for the corresponding trailing-edge deflection shown in

498Fig. 25. The drag is an average of 8% higher for the static case

499compared to the dynamic at 6° AoA and is 3% higher at 0° AoA.

500Analyzing the turbulent kinetic energy (Fig. 26) around the airfoil

501shows higher amounts of TKE around and downstream of the lead-

502ing edge on both the upper and lower surfaces for the static case.

503The reason the drag was higher in the static case compared to the

504dynamic was that the dynamic case using URANS captured a

505greater amount of mixing, which reduced the amount of separation

506on the upper surface. As a result of the higher drag for the static

507morphing, the efficiency is an average of 4% lower for the dynamic

508morphing across the entire displacement at a 0° AoA and an aver-

509age of 8% lower at a 6° AoA, as shown in Fig. 27.

510Dynamic Behavior at High Angles of Attack

511The stall and wake behavior was investigated using URANS

512dynamically between 8° and 16° AoAs in 2° increments in the free-

513stream and ground effect of 10% ground clearance. In freestream at

514the 8°, 10°, and 12° AoAs, the lift (Fig. 28) increased as the airfoil

515was morphed. After the maximum morphed deflection of 2.5%

516chord was reached after a period of 1 s, the lift remained steady.

517It was seen that the 12° AoAwas initially a higher lift value than the

51810° AoA. At 0.5 s during the morphing, the lift of the 12° AoA

519intercepted the 10° AoA and had an overall lower final lift value

520after morphing. This was due to the airfoil approaching stall and

521showed the morphed airfoil had a lower stall AoA compared to the

522unmorphed. As the AoA was increased, the delta lift from zero to

523full deflection decreased. The gain in lift for the 8° AoAwas a Cl of

5240.264; at 10°, the gain was 0.233; and at 12°, the gain was 0.155.

525The 12° AoA showed that when the airfoil was fully morphed,

526that stall was approached. Increasing the AoA caused stall to occur

527at zero morphing deflection, and increasing morphing resulted in a

528minimal gain in lift. For 14° at 0.8 s, as the morphing period of 1 s

529was approached, the lift became slightly unsteady. At 16°, the lift

530was highly unsteady throughout the morphing showing the flow

531had fully stalled and detached. The average maximum lift (Fig. 28)

532at 8°, 10°, and 12° was similar, showing trailing-edge stall was oc-

533curring as the lift did not abruptly reduce once the maximum lift

534was reached. The turbulent kinetic energy (Fig. 29) for 16° AOA

535showed a vortex-shedding structure similar to that in Abdessemed

536et al. (2018), with the shedding occurring at a Strouhal number of

53720.5, which explains the sudden reduction and unsteadiness in lift

538and drag values. At a location 150% chord downstream of the trail-

539ing edge, the nondimensional vertical velocity compared to free-

540stream is seen at 2 s, showing the presence of the vortex (Fig. 29).

541A separation bubble on the trailing edge grows to cover the upper

542surface, then suddenly bursts, causing the shedding as the upper

543surface tries to reattach, then bursts again. Fig. 29 shows the

544TKE at 12°; there is some slight oscillation in the wake, which ex-

545plains the slight variations in lift and drag. Increasing the AoA to

54616° shows (Fig. 29) the wake being highly unsteady with vortex

547shedding. The results of dynamic morphing with an oscillating

548wake were also observed by Abdessemed et al. (2018). For the

54912° AoA in freestream, there was no dominant frequency, whereas

550increasing the AoA to 14° shows a small amplitude at a Strouhal

551number of 22.5, where the wake was showing unsteadiness from

552the shear layers interacting at the trailing edge from the unsteadi-

553ness of the separated flow on the upper surface (Jodin et al. 2017).

554Increasing the AoA further increased the magnitude of the spectra
555analysis, but shedding occurred at a Strouhal number of 20.5, and

F20:1 Fig. 20. NACA6409 lift varying morphing period.

F21:1 Fig. 21. NACA6409 drag varying morphing period.
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556from the size of the peak, sheading was seen to occur (Thakor et al.

5572020). The vertical velocity component was shown in Fig. 30 at a

558location 150% downstream of the trailing edge, showing the vortex

559downstream.

560In 10% ground, morphing the airfoil dynamically at high AoAs

561has been shown to reduce the oscillations of the wake seen by the

562lift (Fig. 31) and drag (Fig. 32). At 8°, the flow was found to have a

563small amount of separation on the suction surface, but the flow re-

564mained attached. Starting at zero morphing, the 10° AoA had a

565larger lift, but as morphing was increased, the flow began to stall

566at 0.3 s. At 0.83 s, the flow showed highly oscillating behavior; this

567was due to the airfoil being on the verge of fully separated flow, and

568the flow kept reattaching and detaching. Morphing the airfoil has

569shown the airfoil will stall at lower angle AoA as the airfoil cur-

570vature increases. As the airfoil is morphed in the ground effect, the

571AoA where stall occurs was at 10° compared to freestream at 12°

572showing the airfoil stalled at lower AoAs when in the ground effect.

573This means the wing operates more efficiently at lower AoAs. This

574is beneficial for aircraft since the setting angle for the wing can be

575smaller, or the UAV/plane can fly with less pitch, reducing drag and

576increasing flight efficiency. After 10° in the ground effect, the initial

F22:1 Fig. 22. Dynamic morphing of NACA6409 airfoil at (a)–(e) 3°; and (f)–(j) 8° angle of attack, h=c ¼ 0.1 ground clearance, and xs ¼ 90%.

F23:1 Fig. 23. Dynamic morphing lift at low AOA in 10% ground clearance

F23:2 and xs ¼ 80%.
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577 start value of lift was much lower for 14°. Morphing the airfoil

578 dynamically with a stalled upper surface showed the lift increased

579 due to the flow being attached to the lower surface, and reducing

580 the clearance between the trailing edge and ground caused an in-

581 crease in pressure on the lower surface. Increasing the AoA to 16°

582 initially showed the same lift as the 10° AoA due to the upper sur-

583 face being stalled. As the distance between the trailing edge and

584 ground reduced while morphing, the lift increased as the pressure

585 on the lower surface increased. Compared to freestream, where vor-

586 tex shedding was seen at a Strouhal number of 20.5, at 16° in the

587 ground effect, there was no vortex shedding as the flow remained

588 fully detached due to the proximity of the ground reducing down-

589 ward momentum. At 10°, where oscillations in lift were seen

590 (Figs. 31 and 32), a peak occurred in the spectra at a Strouhal num-

591 ber of 32; therefore, it is seen that for airfoils at high AoAs, intro-

592 ducing the proximity of the ground eliminated the vortex shedding.

593As the AoA increased, the drag (Fig. 32) increased; increasing

594the morphing deflection also increased the drag. This was also seen

595for the airfoil in freestream (Fig. 33); however, the drag coefficient

596oscillated at high levels for the freestream case. As the drag in-

597creased for increasing the morphing deflection and AoA, the effi-

598ciency was shown (Fig. 34) to decrease. This was contrary to lower

599AoAs, where the efficiency initially increased before decreasing.

600The decreasing efficiency showed that the rate of drag increase

601was much higher than the rate of lift increase.

602Due to the proximity of the ground, the wake was bounded by

603the ground and did not oscillate compared to the freestream; there-

604fore, the lift and drag showed greater steadiness in the ground ef-

605fect. The proximity of the ground was found to reduce the vortex

606shedding behavior shown in the TKE plots (Fig. 35) comparing the

607NACA6409 at the 16° AoA in both the freestream and ground ef-

608fect. Moreover, using dynamic transient simulations reveals that

609the morphing motion has less influence on the local flow fields

610in the ground effect for high AoAs in comparison to those in the

611freestream.

F24:1 Fig. 24. Pressure plots of (a) statically morphed; and (b) dynamically

F24:2 morphed NACA6409 airfoil at h=c ¼ 0.1 ground effect and 8° angle of

F24:3 attack.

F26:1Fig. 26. Turbulent kinetic energy of NACA6409 airfoil at h=c ¼ 0.1,

F26:28° angle of attack, and 2.5% morphed deflection and xs ¼ 90% for

F26:3(a) dynamic; and (b) static.

F27:1Fig. 27. Dynamic morphing efficiency at low AOA in 10% ground

F27:2clearance and xs ¼ 80%.

F25:1 Fig. 25.Dynamic morphing drag at low AOA in 10% ground clearance

F25:2 and xs ¼ 80%.
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612 At low AoAs, comparing freestream to ground effect shows

613 (Fig. 36) that throughout morphing the ground effect had high aero-

614 dynamic efficiency. Comparing the freestream to the ground effect

615 for the 8° AoA (Fig. 36) showed that the airfoil in the ground effect

616initially had a lower efficiency. Although an airfoil will create its

617maximum lift with some separation on the upper surface, the 8° in

618the ground effect had higher levels of separation on the upper sur-

619face, which increased the drag, causing a lower aerodynamic effi-

620ciency. Morphing the airfoil over time caused the 8° ground effect

F29:1 Fig. 29. Dynamic freestream (a)–(d) 12° AoA; and (e)–(h) 16° NACA6409 TKE.

F28:1 Fig. 28. Lift of NACA6409 in freestream morphed dynamically be-

F28:2 tween 8° and 16° AoAs.
F30:1Fig. 30. Nondimensional vertical velocity in wake at 150% down-

F30:2stream of the trailing edge for 16° AoA in freestream.
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621 airfoil to have a higher aerodynamic efficiency due to the greater

622 increase in lift from being in the ground effect as the airfoil was

623 morphed. This was opposite to the lower AoA ground effect, where

624 the ground effect efficiency was much higher than the freestream

625 case throughout the morphing shown by the 3° AoA (Fig. 36). There

626 were much lower levels of separation on the upper surface, causing

627 lower levels of drag and greater levels of lift enhancement when the

628 airfoil was brought into the ground effect from the freestream.

629 Periodic Morphing

630 The aerodynamic characteristics of applying a periodically morph-

631 ing trailing edge to a NACA6409 airfoil were investigated.

632 Although DES has higher computational costs, periodic morphing

633 has high flow details; therefore, DES is used for periodic morphing.

634 The airfoil is morphed using the FishBAC method at a start lo-

635 cation of 25% chord from the leading edge, varying the morphing

636 frequency and trailing-edge displacement. The periodic morphing

637is investigated at 10% ground clearance at the 4° AoA. Initially, the

638simulation was run for 0.1 s with no morphing, where it was ob-

639served that the flow had fully settled. At 0.1 s, the morphing began,

640and the flow was allowed to settle before the time-averaged solu-

641tion was recorded.
642The baseline nonmorphed airfoil data had a time-averaged Cl of

6431.157, Cd of 0.0152, and an aerodynamic efficiency of 76. The

644time-averaged lift and drag coefficients between 0.15 and 0.4 s (as
645mentioned in Methodology for periodic morphing) were shown in

646Figs. 37 and 38 for the periodically morphing airfoil. At a tip de-

647flection of 0.1% at a morphing frequency of Strouhal number = 3.5

648increased the lift by 2%; however, the drag also increased by 10%.

649The greater increase in drag caused the aerodynamic efficiency to

650reduce by 6.8. At a Strouhal number of 3.5 the lift and drag are

651higher than the baseline non-morphing airfoil for all trailing-edge
652displacements, which showed that by applying periodic morphing,
653the lift increased.

F31:1 Fig. 31. Dynamic morphing lift with ground clearance h=c ¼ 0.1,

F31:2 xs ¼ 80.

F33:1Fig. 33.NACA6409 drag in freestream morphed dynamically between

F33:28° and 16° AoAs.

F34:1Fig. 34. Dynamic morphing efficiency with ground clearance

F34:2h=c ¼ 0.1.
F32:1 Fig. 32. Dynamic morphing drag with ground clearance h=c ¼ 0.1.
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654 Reducing the morphing frequency from a Strouhal number of

655 3.5 showed that the lift and drag both reduced. At a Strouhal num-

656 ber of 2, the lift and drag are identical to the baseline airfoil, and

657 reducing the morphing frequency further continued to reduce the

658 drag and lift. At a Strouhal number of 0.9 at 0.05%, deflection drag

659 reduced to 0.015 with a lift of 1.158. Increasing the trailing-edge

660displacement at a Strouhal number of 0.9 showed the lift and drag

661reduced but the drag reduced at a greater rate. This caused a peak

662efficiency of 80.5 (Fig. 39), an increase of 5.4% compared to the

663baseline airfoil.

664Analyzing the peak efficiency morphing at a start location of

66525%, Strouhal number of 0.9, and trailing-edge deflection of

6660.125% showed that on the downwards deflection, the lift and drag

F35:1 Fig. 35. NACA6409 TKE at 16° at (a)–(d) 10% ground clearance; and (e)–(h) and freestream.

F36:1 Fig. 36. Efficiency comparison between freestream and ground effect

F36:2 at low and high angles of attack.

F37:1Fig. 37. Periodic morphing lift with a difference (delta) compared to

F37:2non-morphing.
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667 increased and decreased on the upwards deflection (Fig. 40). The

668 lift fluctuated by 3.8% around the mean lift, and the drag fluctuated

669 by 30%.

670 The vorticity plot (Fig. 42) shows two distinct shear layers of

671 fluid leaving the airfoil on the lower surface and on the upper sur-

672 face above the separated flow region. The velocity of the flow

673 leaving the trailing edge of both the upper and lower surfaces

674 is equal, defined by the Kutta condition. Periodically morphing

675 the airfoil caused these shear layers to slide over each other, caus-

676 ing instability in the wake after leaving the airfoil; the interaction

677 between these two shear layers sliding over each other as the trail-

678 ing edge was periodically morphed caused Kelvin–Helmholtz in-

679 stability. Analyzing the spectra plot taken between 0.15 and 0.4 s

680 for the lift (Fig. 41) showed a peak at a Strouhal number of 9.8.

681 This value of the Strouhal number was similar to that reported by

682 Jodin et al. (2017), who also saw Kelvin–Helmholtz instability for

683 morphing an airfoil in freestream. The wake in (Fig. 42) is

684observed to oscillate in a standing wave characteristic periodi-
685cally, and the total length of the wave is a quarter of that of a full

686sine wake before the wake dissipates into a negligible level of
687vorticity.

F38:1 Fig. 38. Periodic morphing drag with a difference (delta) compared to

F38:2 non-morphing.

F40:1Fig. 40. Lift and drag raw data for 0.125% trailing-edge deflection at

F40:2Strouhal number = 0.9 using DES.

F41:1Fig. 41. Spectra plot for Strouhal number = 0.9 and 0.125% trailing-

F41:2edge morphing airfoil in ground effect using DES for lift between 0.15

F41:3and 0.4 s.

F42:1Fig. 42. Vorticity of NACA6409 periodically morphing in ground ef-

F42:2fect at Strouhal number = 0.9 and 0.125% trailing edge-deflection

F42:3showing clear vorticity shear layers.

F39:1 Fig. 39. Periodic morphing aerodynamic efficiency (Cl/Cd) with a dif-

F39:2 ference (delta) compared to non-morphing.
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688 Conclusion

689 The performance of a trailing edge morphed NACA6409 airfoil in

690 the ground effect is investigated using a two-dimensional RANS

691 solver with a k-omega SST turbulence model. Three trailing-edge

692 morphing lengths were tested beginning from the trailing edge at

693 10%, 15%, and 25% distances. With a fixed distance between the

694 trailing edge and ground, starting the morphing later for 90%

695 caused a greater distance between the airfoil lower surface and the

696 ground upstream of the trailing edge, causing greater pressure on

697 the morphed section, which resulted in higher lift compared to an

698 earlier start location.

699 Varying the ground clearance of the morphed airfoil for the

700 3° AoA shows the enhancement in performance from the ground

701 effect, with the highest gains when the wing is closest to the ground.

702 The highest gains in lift were between h=c ¼ 0.2 and h=c ¼ 0.1 and

703 the largest drag reduction between h=c ¼ 1 and h=c ¼ 0.4. The

704 gains in lift varied between when brought into the ground effect from

705 the freestream were between 10% and 17%; the larger gain is with

706 the highest morphing deflection. There is a reduction in drag in the

707 ground effect due to the proximity of the ground reducing the in-

708 duced drag from the downwash. A key finding is a reduction in

709 the distance between the ground and the trailing edge as the airfoil

710 is morphed, causing further ground effect enhancement. Also, a later

711 morphing start distance increased the area beneath the airfoil, which

712 increased the lift and aerodynamic efficiency compared to an earlier

713 morphing start location in the ground effect.

714 A dynamic morphing study is carried out morphing over a 1 s

715 period to deflect the trailing edge 2.5% of the chord length; after the

716 morphing period, the simulation is then left to run for the flow to

717 settle. For dynamic morphing, the lift is almost identical to the static

718 cases, while the drag is higher for the dynamic cases compared to the

719 static morphing, which decreases the aerodynamic efficiency. Com-

720 paring the performance of dynamic freestream to dynamic in-ground

721 showed that the ground effect efficiency is much higher than the free-

722 stream case for low AoAs. For the flow field, a highly oscillating

723 vortex shedding wake is observed for the dynamic freestream above

724 the 14° AoA causing high oscillations in lift and drag. In the ground

725 effect at high AoAs, the proximity of the ground eliminated this vor-

726 tex shedding, and the flow remained fully separated. In the ground

727 effect, the NACA6409 stalled at 14° and freestream at 16°.

728 Applying periodic morphing to the NACA6409 airfoil in 10%

729 ground effect at the 4° AoA using the FishBAC morphing method

730 starting at 25% chord increased the aerodynamic efficiency from

731 76.4 to 80.5. This is an improvement in aerodynamic efficiency

732 of 5.4%. The periodic morphing in the ground effect caused the

733 upper and lower surfaces to interact and slide over each over, which

734 caused a Kelvin–Helmholtz instability similar to (Jodin et al. 2017)

735 in the freestream. Future work will extend the computational work

736 to three dimensions, carry out wind tunnel tests, and implement the

737 technology onto a UAV for flight tests.
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748Notation

749The following symbols are used in this paper:

750AoA = angle of attack;

751Cd = drag coefficient;

752CFL = Courant Friedrichs Lewy number;

753Cl = lift coefficient;

754c = chord length;

755D = drag;

756f = frequency;

757GE = ground effect;

758h = height above ground;

759h=c = ground clearance to chord ratio;

760L = lift;

761LSD = lower surface distance;

762l=d = aerodynamic efficiency;

763Sr = Strouhal number;

764TE = trailing edge;

765TKE = turbulent kinetic energy;

766t = time;

767u = velocity;

768Wte = trailing edge deflection to chord ratio;

769Xs = morphing start location along chord;

770x = distance along airfoil;

771Yc = airfoil chord; and

772Yt = airfoil thickness.
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